A one-stop reference for the diagnosis and treatment of athletic injuries and illnesses, General Medical Conditions in the Athlete, 2nd Edition provides in-depth coverage of all the aspects of non-orthopedic pathology that can occur within athletes. Full-color photos enhance comprehension of the material, which is logically organized into 19 chapters. The beginning chapters cover fundamental areas such as the medical examination, equipment, diagnostic imaging and testing, and pharmacology. Later chapters, organized by body systems, cover the actual medical conditions and include all educational competencies mandated by the National Athletic Trainers’ Association for program accreditation. The last two chapters cover psychosocial and substance abuse disorders and working with special populations. Experienced authors Micki Cuppett and Katie Walsh provide unrivaled online resources, including nearly one hour of video showing examples of patient evaluation procedures. Unique one-stop reference is the most comprehensive of its kind, with 19 chapters covering all aspects of non-orthopedic pathology plus a full complement of online resources. Unique Key Points boxes highlight expert advice and guidance for practice. Unique Red Flags boxes call attention to important and often life-threatening information concerning a variety of medical conditions. NATA competencies are incorporated throughout, covering all the content mandated by the National Athletic Trainers’ Association for program accreditation. More than 400 illustrations, most in full color, include both anatomical and clinical images. A consistent format in body systems chapters makes information easy to find, first outlining the condition’s signs and symptoms and then detailing the appropriate referral and diagnostic tests, the differential diagnosis, the treatment, the prognosis, and the return to athletic participation. Learning Objectives begin each chapter, outlining what you should know after studying the material. Key terms are bolded on first reference within a chapter, and defined in a back-of-book glossary. Expert author team offers authoritative content based on nearly 50 years of combined experience in athletic training education. Unique full-color illustrations aid comprehension of the anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology of the medical conditions discussed. Unique Common Procedures in the Athletic Training Clinic chapter discusses the expanding role of the athletic trainer, who in many states is allowed perform a variety of basic medical procedures, such as suturing or starting IV fluids. NEW Diagnostic Testing and Imaging chapter meets the need for mandated content included in the 2008 revised NATA educational competencies. An improved logical organization makes this book an ideal clinical reference, beginning with foundational content followed by chapters discussing medical conditions by body system, then detailing psychosocial and substance abuse disorders and working with special populations in the last two chapters. The expanded companion Evolve website includes
nearly one hour of video clips with examples of patient evaluation procedures.
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**Customer Reviews**

Like the book and how it touches on procedures and gets into a certain depth of the anatomy and physiology, but should already know basic A&P before getting this book. Some of the procedures in the book need to explain some risks and techniques in a little bit more depth to allow the reader to understand why and how. But it still provides a good basic knowledge of the procedures.

This book came in great condition and for such a great price! Even though it is a later edition my class didn’t require a certain one so I got away with this one for now which is great. The cover is hardly worn and there aren’t too many markings on the inside which is awesome! I would highly recommend using this seller and would gladly do so again.

This book is able to cover just about everything needed for an entrylevel ATC. This text covers a little bit of all subjects needed for the position.

Very useful in my sports medicine class. Tons of pictures. As a wrestler, I used this book a lot to look at skin disorder.

I love the content of this book. It goes in depth but is an easy read and very useful to anyone going
in to the sports medicine or athletic training field.

This might be minor, but the book smelled funny. other than that, it was okay.
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